Abstract -The microscopic surfaces of small silicon clusters offer a model for studying chemistry at highly reactive silicon centers. Positively and negatively charged silicon clusters are prepared and reacted with a variety of reagents in the trapped ion cell of a Fourier transform mass spectrometer. Prototypical etching and deposition reactions are observed which are analogous to chemistry of activated silicon surfaces. These reactivities correlate with chemistry of two distinct types of danglimg bonds in the clusters. Sequential reactions of bare silicon cluster and subsilane cations with silane also occur. All of these clustering sequences, however, encounter early bottlenecks which prevent infinite growth to form large particles. Studies of the individual steps of these clustering reactions yield extensive information about nucleation under subsaturated conditions. These findings indicate that reactions of silicon cluster and subsilane cations with silanes do not lead to the formation of hydrogenated silicon dust in silane plasmas.
INTRODUCTION
Silicon chemistry is the foundation of silicon device fabrication. Demands of VLSI and subminiaturization technology require precise control of silicon chemistry with a wide variety of reagents. Currently, the need for this chemistry is so great that processes are designed and used with little knowledge about the nature of the reactions. This leads to poor control over a wide range of processing conditions and often multiple steps must be used to prevent undesirable side reactions. Clearly, there is much to be gained by expanding our understanding of silicon chemistry.
Our approach is to study an analogous system: the microscopic surfaces on small silicon clusters. This offers the distinct advantage that the bimolecular reactivity of these clusters can be unambiguously studied with a wide variety of reagents.
The geometric and electronic structures of these clusters are dramatically different from those of bulk silicon surfaces or stable silicon compounds such as silanes. Thus, the reactivity of these clusters may be most relevant to the reactivity of defects or rough silicon surfaces. Additionally, the reactive sites on these clusters may resemble the highly reactive silicon surfaces produced by the ion bombardment, photochemical activation, or heating often used in silicon device processing.
The departure of these clusters from bulk structures can be appreciated by comparing the energetics of alternative structures for si4 and si6 shown in Fig. 1 . The structures on the left are obtained by "snipping" appropriate fragments from bulk silicon. The structures on the right are the lowest energy structures that have been calculated for these clusters using ab initio electronic structure theory (Refs. 14). The microcrystallime bulk fragments are much higher in energy than the ground state structures by 3.1 and 5.6 eV, respectively, for Si4 and Si6 (Ref. 2) . Similar relative energies have also been found for the cationic silicon cluster ions (Ref. 5) . The reason why the micmrystalline fragments are high energy species is because their silicon centers have a greater degree of unsaturation than those in the more compact ground state structures. n The structures on the right are also the lowest energy structures for the corresponding cationic clusters.
The silicon cluster structures in Fig. 1 are expected to be highly reactive. All of the silicon atoms are on the cluster "surface" which has a considerable number of dangling bonds available for chemical activity. Our studies of their reactions with various reagents have revealed a rich chemistry which, in many cases, is remarkably similar to chemistry of bulk silicon surfaces. This chemistry occurs readily at room temperature in the gas phase. For example, silicon cluster ions are "etched by reagents such as XeFz and NO2 in reactions which result in loss of silicon atoms from the clusters (Refs. [6] [7] [8] . Alternatively, organic and silane reagents react with positively charged clusters in processes which "deposit" moieties onto the cluster (Refs. [8] [9] [10] [11] . Different types of dangling bonds on the cluster appear to be involved in this prototypical etching versus deposition type reactivity.
The reactions of silicon clusters with SiD4 have been particularly valuable systems for studying the microscopic effects of cluster stn~cture on reactivity (Refs. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In these reactions, growth of larger silicon clusters occurs by addition of SiDz accompanied by loss of 4. Many clusters undergo these reactions sequentially to form larger and larger species.
Nonetheless, all silicon clusters encounter chemical constraints preventing unlimited growth. We have examined the mechanisms of these reactions using experimental results in concert with ab initio electronic structure calculations of the energetics and structures of various species. Our findings reveal new mechanisms for reactivity at silicon centers and have implications for the nucleation of detrimental silicon dust particles during silicon device processing.
EXPE R I M E NTAL M ETH 0 D
Gas phase silicon cluster ions are created by laser evaporation of a stationary bulk silicon target located just outside of a differentially pumped dual ion cell of a modified Nicolet FT/MS-loOO Fourier transform mass spectrometer (FTMS), Fig. 2 (Refs. 6,9). Direct laser evaporation produces both positively and negatively charged silicon clusters containing from 1-7 or 1-6 atoms, respectively. Additionally, electron impact ionization of SiD4 is used to create the subsilane ions, SiDt-3. The initial ion population is reduced to the cluster or subsilane ion of interest using double resonance techniques to select a single cluster-si&. Exothermic ion-molecule reactions of the silicon cluster ions are studied by trapping the ions in the presence of 1-
~O X~O -~
Tom of a reagent gas. Bimolecular reaction rates and products are monitored by recording the mass spectra of the ions in the cell at a sequence of reaction times. Mass spectra are typically obtained with mass resolutions of at least 10,OOO which permits straightfonvard separation of mass doublets such as 30Si+ and 28SiD+. Time dependencies of the normalized reactant and product ion intensities are analyzed to determine the rate associated with a given reaction.
Exponential decays are pseudo-first-order since the reagent concentration is much greater than the ion concentration. All decays scale linearly with reagent pressure, with the exception of bimolecular attachment reactions which are second order in pressure. Fig. 3 shows, for example, the decay of Si; in the reaction with NO2 (Ref. 6). Although neutral products are not directly observed, they can often be deduced from thermodynamic information.
All of the products and rates are obtained under conditions which ensure that they will pertain to the exothermic reactions of ground state ion species which are thermally equilibrated with the cell temperature at 30OK. For example, low electron energies and collisional relaxation are employed to produce a thermalized initial ion population. Absolute rate constants are calculated using the ion gauge pressure reading corrected for the differential pressure between the ion gauge and the ion cell as well as for the response factor of the ion gauge to various reagent gasses.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Positively and negatively charged silicon clusters react exothermically with a variety of neutral reagents. Prototypical etching reactions are observed with a number of inorganic reagent molecules, including NO2, XeF2, CI&, and 0 2 .
Prototypical deposition reactions are seen in reactions of silicon cluster cations with SiD4. Such prototypical etching and deposition reactions are observed to occur sequentially to decrease or increase, respectively, the size of the silicon framework of the stiuting cluster.
Examples of the two distinct types of reactivity are described below. Then, the sequential cluster growth reactions with SiD4 are described for the Starting ion, SiDd. Last, the sequential clustering reactions are discussed as possible routes to the formation of silicon dust particles in silane plasmas.
Reactivity with NO*: prototypical etching N q reacts exothermically with both positively and negatively charged silicon cluster ions (Ref. 6) . As shown by Fig. 3 , the predominant reaction is one where the silicon cluster ion is "etched" by NOz, losing a silicon atom in the form of SiO; Eqs. 1-2.
Si:
Incorporation of oxygen in the clusters is a minor reaction, par€icularly for the larger clusters. Probabilities for these reactions as a function of cluster size are shown in Fig. 4 populations in the reactions of Si; with 9x10-* Torr a function of cluster size. The probability is calculated as of NOz. Their time dependences indicate that Si; is the measured reaction rate divided by the ion-molecule a primary product, whereas Sig and Si, are higher reaction rate determined using the average dipole order products.
orientation theoretical model.
The similarity of the reactivity of cationic and anionic silicon clusters suggests that they react with NO2 by a similar mechanism. The thermodynamics (Ref. 6 ) and reaction probabilities of these reactions indicate that the etching reaction occurs along a well-defined pathway involving one or more energetic barriers which increase with increasing cluster size.
Finally, the reaction pathway prevents oxygenation of the cluster, despite the large smngth of Si-0-Si bonds. Based on our data and similar reactions known for silicon-centered radicals (Ref. 18), we propose the mechanism illustrated for Si$ in Fig. 5 . central to this mechanism is the coupling of a radical electron on a silicon atom in the clusters with the radical electron on NOz. Undoubtedly this mechanism is oversimplified, however, it represents the simplest conceivable process which accounts for the observed reactions. The initial interaction probably occurs between the charged center on the silicon cluster and the oxygen of NOz, followed by formation of a silicon-oxygen bond. Bonding between the radical electron on an oxygen atom in NO2 and a radical electron on the silicon cluster is expected to be the lowest energy pathway. Of course, standard etching processes for bulk silicon surfaces do not use NO2. Therefore, we have also examined the reactions of silicon clusters with more typical etchant gasses such as XeF2 and ClF,. These reagents also remove silicon atoms from the silicon clusters exothermically at room temperature. The "etching" reactions, however, are not as simple as for NOz and usually two sequential reactions are required in order to remove one silicon atom. Further descriptions of these reactions can be found elsewhere (Ref. 7) .
Reactivity with SiD4: prototypical deposition
Positively charged silicon clusters react exothermically with SiD4 to form larger deuterated silicon cluster ions (Refs. [10] [11] [12] . The most common reaction is addition of a silicon atom to the cluster in the form of S i q ,
As shown in Table 1 , such prototypical deposition reactions are only observed for positively charged silicon clusters containing 1-3 and 5 atoms. Negatively charged silicon clusters do not react exothermically with silane to any appreciable extent during our experimental time scales.
The observed deposition reactions continue sequentially, forming larger deuterated silicon cluster ions by stepwise addition of a SiDx moiety. For example, Si; is observed to add three silicon atoms during the time of our experiments,
Note that the Si$ produced in the initial reaction, Eq. 4, does not react further with SiD4. This is consistent with the behavior of the Sit ion population produced initially by laser evaporation which also does not react with SiD4. In addition, the growth sequence reaches a bottleneck at Si6Dd which either reacts very slowly with SiD4 or not at all. As another illustration of sequential growth, Si' is observed to grow incrementally by three stepwise reactions, 
Three clusters, S i : , Sig and Si;, do not react exothermically with SiD4 on the time scale of our experiments. The inertness of Si: appears to be related to its unusually stable structure, which makes reaction with SiD4 slightly endothermic. Si: does react with a related reagent, CH3SiH3, by addition of either SiCH4 or SiCH2 to the cluster. The two largest silicon cluster cations that we have studied, SiL7, however, do not react either with SiD4 or CH3SiH3. Thus, these larger clusters do not appear to have the necessary dangling bonds required for "deposition" type reactivity. The four center transition state mechanism involves an unsaturated silicon center adjacent to a divalent silicon atom on the cluster. Unlike the smaller clusters, the larger silicon clusters with six or more atoms have increased intramolecular silicon-silicon bonding with little or no divalent character. This suggests that Sid, Si;, and all larger clusters can not access a favorable transition state for activation of Si-D bonds.
The inertness of the larger silicon clusters in the prototypical deposition reactions with silane contrast to the deposition reactivity with NO2 where reactivity persists for all cluster sizes. The proposed mechanisms provide a useful framework for understanding the fundamental difference between these two different types of reactivity. Silicon cluster deposition type reactivity requires adjacent unsaturated silicon Centers and availability of two electron dangling bonds. Such reactive centers disappear as the cluster size increases and intramolecular bonding increases. Etching type reactivity involves one electron dangling bonds which persist despite the increase in silicon-silicon bonding for larger clusters. bRate constants are first order in SiD4 pressure except for the association reactions, Eqs. 14-16, where they are second order in SiD4 pressures. The reactions forming SizD?, Si3D$, and Si4Dtl were measured at P(SiD4) = 1.4 x lod, 2.0 x lo4, and 5.6 x lo4 Tom, respectively.
Cluster growth: sequential clustering reactions of SiD; with SiD4
As described above, certain silicon clusters react stepwise with SiD4 to form larger deuterated silicon clusters. SiD; is also observed to undergo sequential clusterings with SiD4, Table 2 (Ref. 14) . The mechanism of these reactions, however, is not the same as for Si' and the other reactive clusters. SiD; and the larger clusters that it forms, Si2D; and Si3D$, are saturated in deuterium. The remaining electron is lost in forming the positive ion. Therefon, reaction of these species with SiD4 must involve a mechanism distinct from that discussed above for Si' . In the second reaction, the linear Si3D3 product is calculated to rearrange to a more stable cyclic deuterium bridged structure, cSiQSiDz-SiQ-D+. It is the energetic favorability of this cyclic Si)D+ structure which halts the next addition of SiDz.
Qualitatively, the reaction pathways calculated by Raghavachari agree well with the experimentally observed reaction sequence and explain why exothermic cluster growth stops. Given the existence of alternative mechanisms, it is imponant to have experimental evidence to quantitatively verify these calculated reaction pathways. Using the statistical phase space theory (PST) of Chesnavich and Bowers, our experimental reactions rates afford a means of quantitatively testing the energies of a number of the calculated structures (Ref. 21) . In the PST model calculations, the probabilities of formation of the bimolecular addition products, Eqs. 14-16, are extremely sensitive to the binding energy of the deuterium bridged reaction intermediates. Similarly, probabilities of S i Q addition, Eqs. 12-13, are extremely sensitive to the energetics of the elimination transition states. Thus, the energetics derived from our experimental reaction probabilities provide a quantitative test of the accuracy of several key points on the potential surface calculated by Raghavachari.
A detailed description of our PST model calculations is outside the scope of this brief review. The overall approach involves calculating the forward and backward rates in the competing kinetic processes during the reaction,
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In Eqs. [17] [18] [19] , and KD are the forward and back reaction rates for the formation of the deuterium bridged intermediate complex, respectively. KE is the rate of formation of the SiD, addition product. The observed association product, SizD;, is formed from the activated [Si,D+lt via collisional stabilization by a third body, M, with a rate Ks, or via radiative stabilization at a rate, KR. Extensive details in the methods of evaluating these quantities are given in Refs.
10,14. In all cases, agreement in transition state and intermediate complex energies is within 0.13 eV, less than 3 kcal/mole, which is remarkably good considering the simplifying assumptions used in the PST calculations and the degree of accuracy of the ub initw calculations.
The experimental tests of the ub initb calculations of the mechanisms of the SiDi clustering reactions with SiD4 are cmcial verifications that Raghavachari has succeeded in describing these reactions at the microscopic level. Similar good quantitative agreement between experiment and electronic structure calculations was also obtained for the sequential clustering reactions of Si+ with SiD4 (Refs. 10,12). The implications of this are tremendous, particular for neutral-neutral clustering reactions involving subsilanes. In these neutral systems, quantitative experiments have not been made, and are inherently so difficult that they are not likely to be carried out in the near future. Good theoretical calculations could provide the data needed to understand these reactions.
SiD; sequential clustering reactions with SiD4: implications for formation of Si:H particulates in silane plasmas
Formation of hydrogenated silicon dust plagues the growth of high quality silicon films from silane vapors and plasmas (Refs. [22] [23] . The essential mechanism governing the growth of these particles continues to elude experimental and kinetic modeling investigations (Ref. 24) . Some relevant information has, however, been uncovered. In silane plasmas, positively charged species appear to be responsible for particle formation (Refs. [24] [25] . There is a noticeable delay between the smt of the discharge and the appearance of this dust. This indicates that some time is required for them to grow in the gas phase. And, their appearance is sensitive in a complex fashion to the temperature, pressure, and rf power of the discharge. Different temperature and pressure conditions in silane plasmas might be expected to overcome the kinetic and thermodynamic bottlenecks preventing rapid clustering of SiH3 with SiH4. Commercial plasma deposition of amorphous silicon films is performed with typical operating temperatures ranging from 300 -600K and gas pressures ranging from 10 -lo00 mTorr with 1-50% silane. Therefore, it is important to study the sequential clustering reactions of SiHi with
SiH4 under "real" conditions. This is not a problem! Since we know the important microscopic details of the potential surfaces for the clustering reactions from Raghavachari's calculations, we can easily compute all of the reaction probabilities for SiHz addition and SiH4 association at elevated temperatures and pressures, Figs. 7-8. Increasing the gas temperature does not increase the SiHz addition probabilities above about 2%, and drastically slows down the association reactions, Fig. 7 . Increasing the gas pressure favors formation of the association products, Fig. 8 . For example, at 600K and 100 mTorr of SiH4, the association products, SizHj, Si3H$, Si4Ht1, and Si5Ht3 are favored at each clustering step during the growth sequence. Thus, the net effect of the increased pressure and temperature conditions in plasma reactors does not appear to overcome the bottlenecks to infinite growth by SiH2 addition.
In summary, while SiH; is the most abundant subsilane ion in SiH4 plasmas, its reactions with SiH4 do not appear to explain the formation of hydrogenated silicon dust. SiH; simply reacts too slowly and forms too many "dead-end' structures. We have also examined clustering reactions of the other subsilane cations, SiHLz and the bare silicon cluster ions, Sig, (Ref. [10] [11] [12] 16) . In all cases, we find that sequential growth stops at cluster sizes well below the critical nucleus size required for rapid spontaneous growth. Two general reasons govern termination of the cluster sequence. In the cases of Si* and SiH] described above, clustering stops when hydrogen saturates the reactive site on the cluster. Alternatively, especially for the bare clusters, clustering leads to more compact structures with increased intramolecular silicon-silicon bonding and loss of the reactive centers.
Of course, this hydrogenated dust must form! Our results suggest that attention must be paid to alternative formation mechanisms. One possible route is via clustering of negatively charged ions with silane as reported in Ref. 27 . Such a route would be highly inefficient as these negative ion clustering reactions are extremely slow, 9.05% of the ionmolecule collision rate. Additionally, neutral -neutral clustering or ionic sputtering of particulates from the electrode surfaces may lead to particle formation. Little data is available on these possible mechanisms. Clearly, further investigations are. warranted in order to engineer methods for particle control or prevention. 
CONCLUSIONS
Silicon clusters are unusual, highly reactive forms of silicon matter. Despite the many differences between clusters and bulk surfaces, these small clusters may well resemble the highly reactive silicon species at silicon defects and active surfaces produced by ion bombardment, pyrolysis, or photochemical activation.
These clusters exhibit exothermic prototypical deposition and etching reactions with organic and inorganic reagents at room temperature. Different types of dangling bonds on the silicon centers appear to be involved in etching versus deposition type reactivity.
Experimental measurements and electronic stnrcture calculations, in concert, give insights into unforeseen mechanisms for silicon centered reactions with silane. These mechanisms are responsible for stepwise cluster growth in these reactions and also for termination of this growth at small cluster sizes. Limitations to growth occur because of deuterium saturation of the reactive center, formation of certain highly stable structures, or formation of larger, more compact silicon clusters. Our findings suggest that the origin of the deleterious hydrogenated silicon dust in silane plasmas cannot be explained by infinite sequences of growth via reactions of small cationic silicon clusters or subsilane cations with silane.
